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Chapter 2641 Ye Chen Vs Su Denzi (2) 

 

 

"Alright" Chu Yuechan was going to help, she release an attack towards Su Denzi, a wind arrow shot out 

and directly pierced the body of Su Denzi. 

 

"Uh . . ." Su Denzi was unprepared for the attack emanating from Chu Yuechan, he was not even aware 

that the attack was coming from Chu Yuechan. 

 

"cough . . ." Su Denzi coughed up blood, his body began to bleed from Chu Yuechan's attack. 

 

Ye Chen took advantage of the attack from Chu Yuechan, he directly attacked Su Denzi with Heavenly 

Silver Flame. 

 

Because the domain possessed a strong wind element, the Heavenly Silver Flame enlarged and became 

stronger, the wind vortex was now a huge vortex of fire and engulfed the body of Su Denzi. 

 

"It should burn it" Ye Chen felt that the Heavenly Silver Flame would burn the entire body of Su Denzi 

until it was no longer left. 

 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl ƈοm The fire was getting bigger and bigger, Su Denzi would not be able to get out because 

the wind vortex was too strong so he would not be able to escape. 

 

Ye Chen stopped the domain that belonged to him, he didn't have enough strength to use it for a long 

time. 

 

When it comes to seeing the results, Ye Chen wants to know the results, whether he can beat Su Denzi. 

 

"rumbling" A voice sounded, a huge lightning sound sounded from the fire. 

 



"master" Chu Yuechan's said to Ye Chen, she felt that Su Denzi was oozing a huge force inside there. 

 

Lightning began to gather and began to strike from the top. 

 

The lightning became more and more terrifying and pitch black in color, it began to strike the Heavenly 

Silver Flame. 

 

"Boom . . ." The explosion occurred when lightning hit Heavenly Silver Flame, a huge explosive reaction 

would occur when the black lightning came into contact with Heavenly Silver Flame. 

 

Heavenly Silver Flame didn't go out at all, it was still burning very brightly. 

 

Su Denzi came out from inside the Heavenly Silver Flame, his body burned and many burns appeared on 

Su Denzi's body. 

 

"It's so annoying, I didn't expect that a child like you could get me in trouble" Su Denzi didn't expect that 

Ye Chen made such a big deal. 

 

"I told you that he is too strong for you," Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

 

"I know that too, do you see that I have other ways besides fighting" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"There is no other way, you have to fight with him" Chu Yuechan told him that Ye Chen should fight 

against Su Denzi. 

 

The attack from Chu Yuechan was enough to injure Su Denzi, but it was not enough to kill him. 

 

The body of Su Denzi was enveloped by black lightning, his body was struck by millions of lightning bolts 

and his body began to change. 

 



"He's starting to change" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, the physical body of Su Denzi began to dissipate 

and he began to become lightning itself. 

 

Ye Chen looked at what Su Denzi stiffened, he could clearly see that Su Denzi's body was replaced with 

lightning, it seemed that he was completely integrated with lightning. 

 

"This time how are you going to fight me" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, Ye Chen would not be able to fight 

himself. 

 

"so that's it" Ye Chen began to understand, he began to understand what Su Denzi was doing. 

 

"You did such a stupid thing" Ye Chen said to Su Denzi. 

 

"I didn't do such a stupid thing, you did such a stupid thing" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen. 

 

Su Denzi told me that Ye Chen had done a stupid thing, challenging Su Denzi was a stupid thing to do.I 

think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

Su Denzi just directly attacked Ye Chen, he used a lightning punch to attack Ye Chen. 

 

"Bammmm . . ." A punch from Su Denzi hit Ye Chen's body, a burst of black lightning hit Ye Chen's body. 

 

"hahaha, you are broken into pieces" Su Denzi was absolutely sure that Ye Chen had been broken into 

pieces. 

 

The smoke covered Ye Chen's body, when the smoke began to dissipate, Su Denzi could finally go back 

to see Ye Chen. 

 

When the smoke dissipated, Ye Chen appeared where he stood, he was in no way recoiled or injured 

when he received such a powerful attack. 

 



"Huh?" Su Denzi was surprised when he looked at Ye Chen, he didn't expect that Ye Chen was able to 

defend after receiving an attack with full strength. 

 

"why don't you break down" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, why didn't Ye Chen break down after receiving 

such an attack. 

 

"why?" Ye Chen asked Su Denzi. 

 

He will not be destroyed because no lightning bolt can hurt him. 

 

"Listen to this, the lightning you have won't be able to hurt me" Ye Chen told and explained to Su Denzi. 

 

Su Denzi would not have a chance to hurt Ye Chen, which is why Ye Chen told him at the beginning. 

 

"I don't believe in such a thing" Su Denzi said that he didn't believe what Ye Chen did, he didn't believe 

what Ye Chen said and only thought Ye Chen was bragging. 

 

"He must have a protection item, it is very likely that Jia Li is the one who has given it" Su Denzi thought 

of what might happen, he thought that Ye Chen must have used a protection item. 

 

"That is one of the things that can explain everything, with it Ye Chen will not be injured even if he 

receives a devastating attack from Su Denzi. 

 

"If that's really the case, I will use successive attacks" Su Denzi decided to use successive attacks against 

Ye Chen, only by using such attacks could he defeat the protective items belonging to Ye Chen. 

 

"One hundred million sky evil lightning" Su Denzi stretched out a hand that belonged to the sky, he did 

just that and lightning began to gather above Ye Chen. 

 

"Let's see if you can survive this attack, I will destroy you until there is no more left" Su Denzi said to Ye 

Chen. 

 



One hundred million sky evil lightning was dropped towards Ye Chen, Ye Chen received tens of millions 

of lightning bolts at an incredible speed and struck his body. 

 

"rumble . . ." A powerful voice sounded tens of thousands of miles away. 

 

"This" Jia Li saw what happened, she could see that the battle became fierce. 

 

Ye Chen and Su Denzi fought fiercely, no one wanted to budge between the two. 

 

"Will he be okay" Jia Li couldn't focus, herself too worried about Ye Chen's state. 

 

"That person is coming to an end, accept your fate too" the remainder of the evil shadows said to Jia Li, 

they told Jia Li that Ye Chen would not survive. 

 

Jia Li felt angry when he heard this, he expended more strength to fight the enemy at hand. 

 

They also started to get serious, they used their full strength to kill Jia Li. 

 

The battle on both sides became more and more fierce, they all seemed to intend to be serious in this 

battle. 

 

"dead, dead" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, he was enjoying this kind of time now. 

 

Ye Chen stretched his hand upstairs, when Ye Chen did this thing, the lightning used by Su Denzi 

gathered in his hand. 

Chapter 2642 Ye Chen Vs Su Denzi (3) 

 

 

"Huh?" Su Denzi felt strange when he saw what Ye Chen did. 

 



Actually what Ye Chen was doing. 

 

Ye Chen collected the black lightning used by Su Denzi, using this power should be enough to 

counterattack Su Denzi. 

 

Su Denzi's attack completely disappeared, the attack disappeared and was now in Ye Chen's hands. 

 

"You take a good look at what I have" Ye Chen said to Su Denzi. 

 

Ye Chen showed a strong accumulation of attacks in his hand, these were all attacks launched by Su 

Denzi. 

 

"It can't happen, how do you do that ?" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, how Ye Chen did all that, it was really 

nonsense. 

 

"a secret you won't know" Ye Chen said to Su Denzi, he wouldn't know about this matter. 

 

"Bastard, you irritated my eyes" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, he told him that he was getting more and 

more annoyed with Ye Chen. 

 

"Get ready, I will destroy you" Ye Chen decided to gather the power he possessed, he merged the 

Heavenly Silver Flame with a black lightning bolt in his hand. 

 

Black lightning began to fuse with Heavenly Silver Flame, it began to become slightly silver and partly 

black. 

 

"rumble . . ." A strong roar was heard by everyone, they all seemed to be able to clearly hear this voice. 

 

Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin listened to the voice from the sky, the sound was very strong and felt terrible to 

listen to. 

 



"It seems that the battle is getting fiercer between the two of them, this may be dangerous" Jia Li really 

had to end the battle as soon as possible, she had to go and help Ye Chen. 

 

Jia Li has beaten 3 out of six people, now there are only three people and they are very difficult to take 

down. 

 

They have abilities similar to those possessed by Su Denzi, they are almost untouchable and very difficult 

to beat. 

 

Jia Li could only use fire to gradually burn them to shreds and no longer remained. 

 

"I have to use more force to deal with them" Jia Li didn't seem to care much about the area around. 

 

he focused on defeating them because the damage they inflicted was much greater and more 

destructive compared to the one used by Jia Li. 

 

From the beginning, Jia Li did restrain her power so as not to crush people around her or drag them into 

battle. 

 

Unfortunately, the opponent even fought aggressively and destroyed the surroundings, making people 

die and destroying thousands of buildings. 

 

The battle in the middle of the city is indeed very noisy, this is too troublesome and makes Jia Li have to 

restrain herself. 

 

Jia Li again burst out power on a large scale, this time she didn't mess around. 

 

"If you do that, there will be more damage" they said to Jia Li. 

 

"Do I seem to care about that matter, you yourselves have destroyed this place, so be self-conscious of 

the words you say". 

 



They were too stupid, they didn't realize that they themselves had wreaked havoc and destroyed 

around this place using their powers. 

 

And strangely, they instead told Jia Li to restrain herself and not make any destruction. 

 

"I will destroy you together," Jia Li told everyone. 

 

"Flame Flower storm" Jia Li let out a storm of sparks and instantly destroyed all the enemies in sight. 

 

They were all trying to survive Jia Li's attack, a storm hit them and started burning them. 

 

"No way, she burned and destroyed us" they couldn't believe that if Jia Li could do such a thing, they 

could be burned by a storm of sparks. 

 

"Arghhh . ." there was no resistance, they were all completely burned until they were not left. 

 

"Come with me" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin, she told the two to come with her. 

 

Jia Li couldn't afford to leave them in this place, the situation was still very dangerous once and they 

needed protection.I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Back to Ye Chen's place. 

 

Ye Chen gathered a huge amount of strength, he gathered a huge amount of strength and prepared to 

attack Su Denzi. 

 



"I have strengthened this attack" Ye Chen has strengthened this attack and added its destructive power. 

 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm He even released the water vein for infinite profound energy. 

 

"Let go and destroy him" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to destroy Su Denzi. 

 

"Please get all out of the way" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan, he told Chu Yuechan to get rid of all the 

way. 

 

"Got it, I'll do it for you" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that she would do it. 

 

Su Denzi began to make a shield, he began to defend against the attack that Ye Chen was about to 

launch. 

 

As expected by Ye Chen, Su Denzi would definitely set up a barrier, which is why Ye Chen told Chu 

Yuechan to take care of this matter, so that Ye Chen could easily attack him. 

 

Chu Yuechan helped Ye Chen, she directly used an attack to break the defense made by Su Denzi.  Su 

Denzi was completely unaware that his defense had been destroyed, it had been destroyed by Chu 

Yuechan. 

 

"accept this" Ye Chen threw Su Denzi's attack, the one hundred million sky evil lightning possessed by Su 

Denzi back again towards its owner. 

 

It shot out and directly hit the body of Su Denzi, no defense blocked Ye Chen's attack. 

 

"arghhhh . . . ." Su Denzi screamed in pain, he really had trouble when he received an attack from Ye 

Chen. 

 

"No way, where is my defense" Su Denzi realized that the defense he had made had disappeared. 

 



"Damn boy, you cheated me" Su Denzi finally realized that he had been cheated, he was deceived by Ye 

Chen and it was really a funny joke. 

 

"Argh . . ." The body of Su Denzi began to disintegrate, he was unable to move and the lightning body he 

had created began to shatter and burn. 

 

"Impossible, this must not happen, I am invincible" Su Denzi said to Ye Chen, he would not lose, he was 

immortal. 

 

Su Denzi refused, he tried to go out and fight back, he was unwilling to lose to Ye Chen and wanted to 

win against Ye Chen. 

 

"Yuechan" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"understood" Chu Yuechan helped Ye Chen, she let out an ice storm and directly sealed Su Denzi's 

lightning body. 

 

Su Denzi froze, he couldn't move and was now having a serious problem. 

 

The body possessed by Su Denzi began to disintegrate, it began to disintegrate and disappeared from 

this world. 

 

"how?" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan, he wanted to know if it worked or not. 

 

"It looks like it worked" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told him that it worked. 

 

"finally finished" Ye Chen was happy to hear this, he could finally rest more quietly. 

 

"I feel so tired" Ye Chen felt that if he was so tired, he drained his energy and mind to win against Su 

Denzi. 

 



Ye Chen would never have thought that he could win, so hard against Su Denzi without the help of Chu 

Yuechan. 

 

"are you okay ?" Jia Li, Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin came to Ye Chen, they wanted to know the conditions of Ye 

Chen. 

 

"I'm fine, just too tired" Ye Chen said to Jia Li, Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin. 

 

"Where is that person?" Jia Li asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know where Su Denzi was now, she wanted 

to settle this matter with Su Denzi. 

 

"he has lost" Ye Chen told Jia Li. 

Chapter 2643 A Discovery That Shocked Shi Lin 

 

 

"what?" Jia Li was shocked when she heard this. 

 

"You defeated him?" Jia Li asked Ye Chen. 

 

"Of course, I defeated him" Ye Chen told her that he was the one who defeated Su Denzi. 

 

"How did you do it, it was an impossible thing, what kind of method did you use" Jia Li asked Ye Chen, 

she wanted to know what kind of method Ye Chen used to defeat Su Denzi. 

 

It's not wrong that Jia Li asked Ye Chen, she naturally wanted to know Ye Chen's way of defeating Su 

Denzi, how Ye Chen did it, it made Jia Li curious. 

 

"I'll explain it later" Ye Chen told Jia Li that he would explain the matter to Jia Li. 

 

"That's right, let's take him back first, Sister" Wu Ziyi said to Jia Li. 



 

"You're so right" Jia Li saw that Ye Chen was weak and pale, he must have used all the profound energy 

he had. 

 

The two decided to take Ye Chen back. 

 

"Sister?" Shi Lin felt strange when she listened to what Jia Li and Wu Ziyi said, she felt something was 

not right when she listened to this from Wu Ziyi. 

 

"Let's go back, what are you doing?" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin, she told Shi Lin that they should go back. 

 

"Okay, I understand" Shi Lin understood, she just left directly and caught up with Ye Chen, Jia Li and Wu 

Ziyi. 

 

Wu Ziyi helped Ye Chen, it seemed that Ye Chen needed help, and Wu Ziyi stretched out a hand that 

belonged to him to support the body owned by Ye Chen. 

 

"sorry for being troublesome," Ye Chen said to Wu Ziyi. 

 

"no problem" Wu Ziyi said to Ye Chen, she didn't mind this. 

 

The four of them just went straight to Shi Lin's house, they rested and will be back tomorrow. 

 

Jia Li intended to report what happened to the Sect, this would probably be a problem as they would 

most likely be attacked by the Evil Mountain Sect. 

 

Jia Li might have defeated all the evil shadows that existed, yet there was no guarantee that the Evil 

Mountain sect would send another new one to deal with them. 

 

They won't give up before getting what they're looking for. 

 



Wu Ziyi helped Ye Chen rest, after which herself walked out of Ye Chen's room. 

 

Ye Chen needs to rest, he needs to rest and restore the strength that belongs to him, he will sleep for a 

while to restore the strength that he has. 

 

"Ziyi"  Shi Lin's came over, she wanted to ask Wu Ziyi something. 

 

"what's the matter?" Wu Ziyi asked Shi Lin. 

 

"I want to ask you" Shi Lin told her that she wanted to ask Wu Ziyi. 

 

"what is it about" Wu Ziyi asked Shi Lin, roughly what Shi Lin wanted to ask. 

 

"I want to confirm something in advance, did you call the master with the words Sister" Shi Lin asked 

Wu Ziyi. 

 

"That's absolutely true," Wu Ziyi said that she did just that. 

 

"how did you do that thing" Shi Lin asked Wu Ziyi, how could Wu Ziyi do such a thing. 

 

"she allowed me to do that," Wu Ziyi told her that Jia Li gave permission. 

 

"Ehhh . . ." Shi Lin said in an incredulous tone, Jia Li did just that, about how close their relationship was 

until Jia Li was willing to do that. 

 

Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she was surprised when she listened to this. 

 

Wu Ziyi smiled sweetly, she smiled towards Shi Lin. 

 



Shi Lin tried to calm down, she tried to calm down and accept everything that happened.I think you 

should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

"I want to talk to you, I hope you won't be angry when you listen to this" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she told 

Wu Ziyi not to be angry when listening to this. 

 

"Of course, I won't be angry" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin, telling her that she was not angry. 

 

"You have to promise" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she told Wu Ziyi to promise. 

 

"Well, I promise" Wu Ziyi said that if she promised, she promised Shi Lin not to be angry. 

 

Shi Lin saw that Wu Ziyi was serious, she was serious about what she said. 

 

"I'm sorry, I seem to have done that with Ye Chen, Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she told Wu Ziyi that she had 

done that with Ye Chen. 

 

"Ehhhhh! ! !" Wu Ziyi was shocked when she heard this from Shi Lin. 

 

"I hope you don't get angry, I'm really sorry" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi. 

 

Shi Lin felt guilty, she felt guilty when she said these things, it was like she had betrayed Wu Ziyi and 

done a bad thing, she was really a very bad woman. 

 

"Why are you sorry, you don't need to apologize to me" Wu Ziyi said that Shi Lin didn't need to 

apologize to herself. 

 

Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she had made a mistake and wanted to apologize to Wu Ziyi. 

 

Wu Ziyi said that it was one of the plans she made with Jia Li. 



 

"plan?" Shi Lin looked puzzled when she listened to this, she still didn't understand when she knew this 

matter. 

 

"At that time, I made you go to Ye Chen's place a bit, are you unaware of it" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin. 

 

"So it's all the plans you have, it's not strange that Ye Chen didn't know about it, I thought it was him 

who was looking for me" Shi Lin finally knew, they were all plans owned by Wu Ziyi. 

 

"Of course, those are the plans I have" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin, telling her that they were all plans she 

had. 

 

"how can you make such a plan" Shi Lin asked Wu Ziyi, how could Wu Ziyi make such a plan, it made Shi 

Lin feel puzzled. 

 

Wu Ziyi told her that she was doing it for Ye Chen, she wanted to help Ye Chen. 

 

"Can you say it more clearly, I still feel confused and dizzy" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she was still confused 

and dizzy by the explanation from Wu Ziyi, in her opinion Wu Ziyi went around in circles and made Shi 

Lin feel dizzy. 

 

Wu Ziyi decided to explain it even more clearly, that way Shi Lin would not be confused by what 

happened. 

 

"No way, how did he have such a thing, wouldn't it be a bad thing" Shi Lin said. 

 

After listening to the explanation from Wu Ziyi, she finally knew what happened. 

 

"I think the same thing, that's why Sister Li and I are looking for trouble for this" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin. 

 

"You call the master with sister, don't tell me if" Shi Lin began to guess what happened. 



 

"Um, she is one of us" Wu Ziyi said innocently. 

 

"Huh" Shi Lin was very surprised, she had just struck a lightning bolt overhead when listening to this 

news. 

 

This news was of course shocking, she would not believe it before listening to this thing directly from 

Wu Ziyi. 

 

"Seriously, you're not joking with me, are you?" Shi Lin asked Wu Ziyi again. 

 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl.cοm "of course not, what am I lying to you for" Wu Ziyi was serious, she would not lie to 

Shi Lin. 

 

"Uh, my head is dizzy" Shi Lin felt dizzy, she felt that her head was dizzy by what happened. 

 

Shi Lin didn't seem to be able to accept this yet, which was a shocking thing for Shi Lin. 

Chapter 2644 That's Not Fair, I Want To Join Too 

 

 

"You should be able to accept this" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin, she told Shi Lin to accept this matter. 

 

"I'll do it, there is nothing I can do about this matter" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, there was nothing she could 

do but accept it. 

 

"Why are you guys here?" Jia Lin came over, she asked Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin. 

 

"We're talking about something" Wu Ziyi said to Jia Li, she told her that they were talking about 

something. 

 



ραΠdαsΝοvεl ƈοm "how is it Ye Chen ?" Jia Li asked Wu Ziyi. 

 

"he is resting" Wu Ziyi told that Ye Chen is currently resting. 

 

"Is he okay?" Jia Li asked, whether Ye Chen was okay or not. 

 

"All his conditions are good, he should need a short rest" Wu Ziyi said to Jia Li. 

 

"That's great, I hope he comes to his senses soon" Jia Li hopes that Ye Chen will come back to his senses 

soon so that he can come back soon. 

 

"You guys prepare yourself, we'll be back tomorrow, it looks like the situation is going to get worse and 

worse in this place" Jia Li told the two to prepare as they were about to return to the Sect. 

 

"Understand" they both understand, they will prepare everything. 

 

After that, Jia Li left and entered her room. 

 

"What should I do, this situation is really complicated" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she felt that things were 

complicated. 

 

"It's okay, we'll explain later" Wu Ziyi said to Shi Lin, she said that everything would be fine. 

 

"You may be right" Shi Lin needs to rest for a while, she will explain everything when the time comes. 

 

Ye Chen rested in his room, he felt very comfortable resting in his room. 

 

Jia Li sneaked inside, she wanted to confirm the conditions from Ye Chen. 

 

Jia Li is now wearing a thin pajama, a mature and full figure making full of temptation. 



 

She saw Ye Chen, she could clearly see that Ye Chen was okay, there was nothing wrong with Ye Chen. 

 

"Who?" Ye Chen held Jia Li's hand. 

 

Although Ye Chen slept, he was still vigilant, he easily caught Jia Li sneaking over. 

 

"It's me" Jia Li said to Ye Chen, she told him that this was her. 

 

"So it's you, what are you doing?" Ye Chen said to Jia Li. 

 

"Looking at the conditions you have," Jia Li told that she saw Ye Chen's condition. 

 

"I'm fine" Ye Chen told Jia Li that he was fine. 

 

"how did I look tonight" Jia Li asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know the opinions of Ye Chen. 

 

"so beautiful" Ye Chen told Jia Li, she looked so beautiful and seductive. 

 

Ye Chen gave a thumbs up to Jia Li for being beautiful and seductive. 

 

"I guessed that you would say that" Jia Li had guessed that if Ye Chen would say that, Jia Li was sure that 

with what she had, she would definitely make Ye Chen interested. 

 

"You still say nothing?" Jia Li asked Ye Chen, Ye Chen seemed to still say nothing. 

 

"I'm tired" Ye Chen said to Jia Li. 

 

It consumed too much mental power, and Ye Chen was still dizzy and weak. 



 

Ye Chen was too much, he overused the water vein to become what it is today. 

 

Jia Li saw Ye Chen, it seemed that she could no longer tease Ye Chen because Ye Chen was tired. 

 

Jia Li came here to comfort Ye Chen, she also wanted to know what Ye Chen did when she fought Su 

Denzi. 

 

"tell me how you beat Su Denzi" Jia Li asked Ye Chen, she asked Ye Chen excitedly. 

 

Ye Chen told Jia Li, he told her what happened and why he was able to win.I think you should take a look 

at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

"Seriously, you can do it?" Jia Li said to Ye Chen. 

 

"of course" Ye Chen said to Jia Li. 

 

"Let's show me" Jia Li said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen to show the Heavenly Silver Flame. 

 

Jia Li was like a child trying to pester Ye Chen with what she liked. 

 

Ye Chen slightly showed it to Jia Li, he showed what he could do by using Heavenly Silver Flame. 

 

"Wow, you have it, it's so surprising, how much are you hiding ?" Jia Li said to Ye Chen, she asked how 

many secrets Ye Chen had. 

 

"I have enough secrets" Ye Chen told her that he had enough. 

 

"I'm getting more and more interested, husband is getting more interesting" Jia Li jumped onto the bed, 

she went up and hugged Ye Chen. 



 

"Boing" two tenderness touched Ye Chen, Ye Chen felt excited about this sensation. 

 

Ye Chen had no complaints, he enjoyed what Jia Li did. 

 

"Then tonight I will accompany you, I guess it will quickly restore the strength you have" Jia Li said to Ye 

Chen. 

 

"I think I need that," Ye Chen told Jia Li that he needed it. 

 

Jia Li hugged Ye Chen into her arms, she hugged Ye Chen and made Ye Chen feel at ease. 

 

With something soft and big hugging his head, Ye Chen wouldn't protest, he wouldn't protest and accept 

what Jia Li did. 

 

The two fell asleep, Jia Li seemed to enjoy this thing too, she was happy to do this thing for Ye Chen. 

 

Now that this is in Wu Ziyi's room, Wu Ziyi can't sleep, she may not be able to sleep tonight. 

 

Wu Ziyi really couldn't sleep, she was to the thought of what happened today. 

 

"maybe I should look at the state" Wu Ziyi decided to look at the state possessed by Ye Chen, she 

needed to confirm whether Ye Chen was okay or not. 

 

Wu Ziyi woke up, she walked away towards Ye Chen's place, because their room was not far away, she 

quickly came to Ye Chen's place. 

 

Wu Ziyi opened the door, she went inside and saw what was inside. 

 

The room looked dark, it seemed that Ye Chen had turned off the lights of his room. 



 

"I think he may have slept" Wu Ziyi felt that if Ye Chen might have slept, she might be resting. 

 

Wu Ziyi walked in and she walked towards Ye Chen's bed, when she approached, she saw the figures of 

Ye Chen and Jia Li. 

 

"they slept together" Wu Ziyi saw Jia Li hugging Ye Chen, it seemed that Jia Li was accompanying Ye 

Chen. 

 

Wu Ziyi felt that if this was cheating, she felt that she was left alone. 

 

Wu Ziyi didn't want to be left alone, she decided to merge inside. 

 

"Sister you cheated" Wu Ziyi said to Jia Li, she told her that Jia Li cheated. 

 

"Sttt" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi, she told Wu Ziyi to be calmer. 

 

Wu Ziyi realized that if her voice was loud enough, it might wake Ye Chen. 

 

"I'm sorry" Wu Ziyi apologized, she got carried away and almost screamed. 

 

"he is quite tired" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi, she told Wu Ziyi that Ye Chen was tired and needed rest. 

 

"is it that bad" Wu Ziyi asked, whether Ye Chen was really that bad. 

 

"It seems that he has quite severe mental fatigue," Jia Li said to Ye Chen. 

 

Jia Li had checked Ye Chen, so she knew what happened to Ye Chen. 

 



"want to join" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi. 

 

"of course" Wu Ziyi would not refuse, she decided to merge into the fun. 

Chapter 2645 Sleeping Together With Three Beauties 

 

 

Wu Ziyi and Jia Li decided to cooperate, the two hugged Ye Chen and slept together with her. 

 

Wu Ziyi herself likes to sleep and hug Ye Chen, she thinks this is a fun thing to do. 

 

"I'm so happy" Wu Ziyi was happy, she felt that she could sleep better when she was with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was squeezed by two beauties, this is naturally very comfortable and cannot be said using 

words by Ye Chen. 

 

A feeling that was really very comfortable and made Ye Chen feel happy. 

 

Ye Chen felt more comfortable and more comfortable when he was hugged by the two of them. 

 

There is no happiness other than being hugged by two beauties left and right like this. 

 

Wu Ziyi and Jia Li have changed from before, especially Jia Li, this woman has become more dependent 

on Ye Chen and she likes to be close to Ye Chen. 

 

The happy feeling that Ye Chen got was really comfortable and made him feel happy and happy at the 

same time. 

 

Wu Ziyi and Jia Li smiled, they enjoyed the time well and accompanied Ye Chen. 

 

Meanwhile, outside the room, precisely in front of the entrance. 



 

A woman was at Ye Chen's door, she wanted to knock on the door but hesitated to do so. 

 

This time Shi Lin stood in front of the entrance, she still didn't go in because of thinking something. 

 

"I might pester him" Shi Lin felt that if she was going to pester Ye Chen, she was afraid of disturbing Ye 

Chen who was resting. 

 

"But I want to see it" Shi Lin felt that if she wanted to see, she wanted to know the condition of Ye Chen 

and wanted to see him. 

 

"maybe I took a peek first" Shi Lin opened the door slightly, she opened the door and a gap appeared to 

look inside. 

 

Shi Lin decided to look inside, she decided to look into the room. 

 

The room is dark, a little difficult to see in the dark.  

 

Shi Lin just locked the target directly, she looked directly towards Ye Chen, when Shi Lin looked towards 

Ye Chen, she found Ye Chen. 

 

On the left and right are women hugging him. 

 

"Ehhh . . ., who is it" Shi Lin wanted to know, she wanted to know who it was. 

 

Shi Lin was more focused, she looked through the darkness and saw who was beside Ye Chen. 

 

When she did just that, she discovered that it was Ye Chen, Jia Li and Wu Ziyi. 

 



"the two of them" Shi Lin didn't expect that these were the two, this was quite shocking and left Shi Lin 

speechless again. 

 

"They slept together?" Shi Lin saw that Ye Chen, Wu Ziyi and Jia Li slept together. 

 

A thing Shi Lin would never have imagined, even in the wildest dreams, this would never happen. 

 

"I seem to be bothering them" Shi Lin probably annoyed them, she decided to just turn around and go 

back. 

 

When Shi Lin returned to the room that belonged to her, she felt that something was uncomfortable in 

her heart, it seemed that she was uncomfortable with what had just happened. 

 

Shi Lin saw that Wu Ziyi and Jia Li were so comfortable, they enjoyed it together. 

 

Shi Lin was envious and jealous, she also wanted to do that and she felt that her heart was 

uncomfortable once. 

 

Shi Lin paused for a while, she thought for a while. 

 

"This can't happen, I can't be left alone" Shi Lin felt that she could not be left alone. 

 

Shi Lin paused, she thought for a while. 

 

After she thought for a while, she decided to turn around and go towards Ye Chen's place. 

 

"I won't lose" she won't lose, she will also show that she is capable. 

 

Shi Lin walked in, she moved closer towards the top of Ye Chen's bed. 

 



When she approached, she found Ye Chen sleeping comfortably, it was not good to wake him up. 

 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl.cοm Jia Li and Wu Ziyi realized that if there was an intruder, they immediately saw who 
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"Why are you here ?" Wu Ziyi was the one who asked, she wanted to know why Shi Lin was in this place. 

 

"I want to join" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi, she told Wu Ziyi that she wanted to join the party. 

 

Jia Li was taken aback by what Shi Lin said, this young lady dared to say that. 

 

"of course" Wu Ziyi easily allowed, she allowed Shi Lin to join them. 

 

Shi Lin was quite happy when she listened to this, she went inside and joined Wu Ziyi and Jia Li. 

 

Shi Lin joined in, now there are four people on the bed. 

 

The bed became narrower and more lively because there was the addition of one other person. 

 

They all slept together and surrounded Ye Chen, they all enjoyed sleeping together with Ye Chen. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

Time flies, at this time morning has come and the morning light shines into the room. 

 

Ye Chen of course began to recover, he began to recover after absorbing the Yin Qi around the pure. 

 



"I'm recovering" Ye Chen felt more refreshed, he felt more refreshed and felt that his mind became 

clear. 

 

Ye Chen woke up, he felt that his body was held by several people. 

 

Ye Chen just took a look, he saw that there were several people holding him. 

 

There were Wu Ziyi, Jia Li and Shi Lin, they held and hugged Ye Chen. 

 

"Why is it so much" Ye Chen didn't expect that they would all gather in his place. 

 

"Fufufu, it's not good luck" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen was lucky enough. 

 

"I didn't realize, since when was it" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"The two came in when you slept in Jia Li's arms, it seems that you are too comfortable to be 

unconscious" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

 

"You may be absolutely right" Ye Chen admitted, he did feel very comfortable when he was with Jia Li, 

Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi, he enjoyed the time with the three of them. 

 

"time to wake them up" Ye Chen awakened Jia Li, Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi. 

 

"Let's get up" Ye Chen pinched them, they had soft and comfortable skin to pinch. 

 

"Uhhhh . . , what happened" Jia Li, Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi woke up, they asked Ye Chen. 

 

"It's morning, let's get up quickly" Ye Chen told Jia Li, Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi. 

 

"It's morning, still sleepy" Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi said to Ye Chen, they told them that they were still sleepy. 



 

"We should go back, have you guys prepared yourself" Jia Li said to Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi. 

 

"Of course, we are ready" they tell them they are ready, they are ready to go back. 

 

As they prepared themselves, they started leaving for the Sect. 

 

Shi Lin said goodbye to everyone, this is the time that belongs to her to go back. 

 

Everyone drove Shi Lin, they ushered in the departure from Shi Lin. 

 

Ye Chen, and everyone boarded the profound ark owned by Jia Li, they returned to the Sect at full 

speed. 

 

"we're going back to the Sect, back to training" Shi Lin said to Wu Ziyi. 

 

Wu Ziyi said that if she wanted to become stronger, the last incident made herself need strength to 

protect Ye Chen and the others. 

 

"I also need strength" Shi Lin is the same, she needs strength. 

 

"Then I will train you hard, I hope you two prepare yourself" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin. 

Chapter 2646 Chu Peng Offered An Engagement With A Woman To A Disciple Of The Equipment Faction 

? 

 

"Please don't be hard on us" Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin asked Jia Li, they both asked Jia Li not to train them 

hard. 

 

"Of course, I will" Jia Li said that if he would train them hard, Jia Li was impatient with it. 

 



Jia Li smiled, she looked at Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin, it seemed that she was going to enjoy it. 

 

Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin felt a bad feeling, they felt a very bad feeling when they saw Jia Li's smile. 

 

"Let's see what you guys can do" Jia Li said to Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin. 

 

"please don't be like that" the two asked Jia Li, they looked afraid of Jia Li. 

 

"Don't tease them anymore" Ye Chen said to Jia Li, he told Jia Li not to tease them. 

 

"I understand" Jia Li understood, she did what Ye Chen told her, it was fun to tease them. 

 

They returned to the Sect, it took them a while before returning to the Sect. 

 

"Well, we're going back" Jia Li said to Ye Chen, she told her that they would go back. 

 

"See you later, we will practice and get better" Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin said to Ye Chen. 

 

They eventually separated, they separated and left according to their path. 

 

Jia Li took Shi Lin and Wu Ziyi, meanwhile Ye Chen returned to his place. 

 

Ye Chen returned to his faction, when he did just that, he found that there were many people gathered 

in one place. 

 

From the clothes they had, all of them from the equipment fraction, roughly what they were doing 

there, Ye Chen was curious about this matter. 

 

Ye Chen just got closer directly, he got closer and figured out what happened in front of him. 



 

When Ye Chen approached, he found that in front of him was Chu Peng who was giving directions to 

everyone in this place. 

 

"what's going on in this place" Ye Chen asked, he wanted to know what was in this place. 

 

"The head of the faction is choosing the best person to attend an important event" a man told him, he 

told Ye Chen that Chu Peng was looking for a worthy person. 

 

"Where do you want to take it?" Ye Chen asked the man in front of him. 

 

"I don't know, we are listening, you'd better join in and listen with everyone" he told Ye Chen to listen to 

what would happen. 

 

Ye Chen left and began to listen to what was about to happen, he listened to the words of Chu Peng. 

 

"You have all gathered, you have disciples in place from, from the outer court to the core disciples" Chu 

Peng said to everyone. 

 

"I'm calling you here for one thing, this is a very important thing" Chu Peng said to everyone, he told him 

that this was an important thing. 

 

"What is that master" they asked Chu Peng, they wanted to know what to tell. 

 

"My old friend and I wanted to attend a reunion, in the past when we were in training, we had promised 

to do an engagement, and I didn't expect that this day would come, I asked if anyone would want to 

come" Chu Peng asked everyone. 

 

"What!!!" everyone was shocked when they listened to this. 

 

They became noisy, this all shocked everyone in this place. 



 

"Master, are you serious about what you said" everyone asked again, they tried to confirm whether Chu 

Peng was serious about what he said. 

 

"Of course I'm serious, it's useless for me to lie to you guys" Chu Peng told him that it was useless for 

him to lie to everyone. 

 

"Wow?" everyone was naturally surprised, they were all shocked when they listened to this thing. 

 

"Is she beautiful" they asked, if the woman on the other side was beautiful. 

 

"Of course, very beautiful" Chu Peng said to everyone. 

 

Everyone became more excited, who wouldn't be excited when they learned of this kind of thing. 

 

"hmmm, something isn't right" Ye Chen felt that something was not right. 

 

"what do you mean ?" Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen's words meant. 

 

"Think about it, it's impossible for Chu Peng to do this willingly, there must be something going on" Ye 

Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

"You suspect that he is hiding something," Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen. 

 

Chu Yuechan seemed to agree with what Ye Chen said, she agreed with what Ye Chen said. 

 

"He should have chosen the best person, but instead he chose ordinary people, this is obviously strange" 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Ye Chen felt it, he felt that Chu Peng was strange and unreasonable. 



 

"Very good spirit, I like the spirit you have" Chu Peng said that he likes everyone's spirit. 

 

"I want to ask you something, why are you doing this thing, you can directly select the best core disciple, 

but why are you doing this thing, it's obviously strange" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

The only person who is sober is Ye Chen, he is a person who is aware of what happened. 

 

"I'm doing this to give everyone a chance" tells us that he's doing this to give everyone a chance. 

 

"I don't think of such a thing, you must be hiding something" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

Chu Peng must be hiding something, Ye Chen is very sure of it. 

 

Everyone looked at Ye Chen, after they thought, Ye Chen might have some truth too. 

 

"You are indeed smart, it's not strange that you are the top student in the entrance examination" Chu 

Peng admitted that Ye Chen was smart. 

 

"I'll say these things, that woman may be beautiful, but her temperament is really very unreasonable, 

she is so cold and ruthless, to be honest, your two senior disciples were seriously injured last time and 

will have to undergo treatment for the next few years, you can know how severe it is" Chu Peng told 

everyone. 

 

"What! ! !" Everyone was shaken when they listened to this thing, they were naturally shocked when 

they listened to this thing. 

 

"Do you guys still want to try it after knowing about this" Chu Peng said to everyone present. 

 

People began to retreat, they all retreated and kept their distance, they all seemed to dare no longer 

dare to come forward. 



 

"Let's escape from here, it must be a monster" They all left, everyone left here immediately and no one 

dared to stay. 

 

In just a matter of seconds, everyone had escaped, and only Ye Chen was in this place. 

 

"I guessed it, they will definitely run away" Chu Peng said with a smile. 

 

Chu Peng looked at Ye Chen. 

 

"You won't run away ?" Chu Peng asked Ye Chen, he wanted to know if Ye Chen would not run away. 

 

"Why should I run away?" Ye Chen asked Chu Peng, why did he have to run away. 

 

He has no problem with this, there is no reason to leave. 

 

"you are too smart" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told him that Ye Chen was too smart. 

 

"If that's the case, why don't you just cancel it, it will make it easier for you" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

"If it's as easy as you think" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, it wouldn't be easy, such a promise would be 

difficult to break and would bring trouble to Chu Peng in the future. 

Chapter 2647 I Want You To Cancel The Engagement 

"That sounds very troublesome once" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

"That's very troublesome for me" Chu Peng told him that it was very troublesome for himself, he was 

having trouble with this matter. 

 

"want to come?" Chu Peng asked Ye Chen, he wanted to know if Ye Chen wanted to come or not. 

 



"Can you explain about that woman, I can't possibly leave before you explain it" Ye Chen said to Chu 

Peng. 

 

"Of course, I will be happy to explain it for you" Chu Peng explained it for Ye Chen. 

 

He began to explain to Ye Chen about the person he was going to meet. 

 

"her name is Yin Zeniyu, a woman with extraordinary innate talent and born with a God's awakening 

body" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen that the woman on the other party is so talented, her 

talent is really at the peak of the God Realm and is very strong. 

 

"so troublesome" just hearing this made Ye Chen feel troublesome, he felt that this might be very 

troublesome. 

 

"I guessed that if you would say that, this woman's temperament is really uncontrollable, with 

everything she has even the family will not dare to control her, plus I heard that she has just been 

admitted to the most prestigious place, the Four-sided Immortal Palace," Chu Peng said to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen began to feel interested when he listened to this, he felt interested in hearing about the Four-

sided Immortal Palace, from Chu Peng. 

 

"You should know that the Four-sided Immortal Palace, one of the best places in this Supreme God 

Realm, is a force capable of controlling the rules in the world" Chu Peng said. 

 

"Of course, I know about this" Ye Chen of course knows, he naturally knows about this matter. 

 

"It's impossible for Ye Chen not to know about the Four-sided Immortal Palace, this is Ye Chen's 

destination, Ye Chen won't forget it. 

 

"she's already joined the Four-sided Immortal Palace, what can this old man do, canceling it is 

impossible and I can be laughed at by the world, you should know this well" Cu Peng had a problem, he 

couldn't retreat and couldn't advance. 

 



What a super troublesome situation once for Chu Peng, he had trouble with this thing and really 

couldn't move anymore because of this problem. 

 

So he can only accept this and can't complain about the problems that are happening right now. 

 

This is the reason of Chu Peng, it is not strange that he is looking for a decent person for this matter. 

 

"aren't they too arrogant" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

"They do have the right to do that, those who join the Four-sided Immortal Palace are great people and 

also strong and influential, they can do all the things they want" Chu Peng told Ye Chen. 

 

"I'm not going to complain about the matter, your words are all right" Ye Chen told me that he wouldn't 

complain about this matter, he knew about it too. 

 

"hahahaha, I've guessed that you're going to say that" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen. 

 

"I don't really like the Four-sided Immortal Palace, that's why I'm going to help you a little bit" Ye Chen 

told me that he would help Chu Peng solve the problem that was going on. 

 

Since Ye Chen has a problem with the Four-sided Immortal Palace, it doesn't hurt to come, Ye Chen 

wants to know what the people of the Four-sided Immortal Palace look like. 

 

"hahahaha, you have affairs with them, you are too brave" Chu Peng told Ye Chen. 

 

"If I don't dare, I will forever be a loser" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

"Those are the words of men, you will probably go up and fly, I hope you stay consistent with what you 

say" said Chu Peng. 

 

"I'll do it" Ye Chen told me that he would do it. 



 

"Come on go, I'll take you, I hope you're ready, he'll probably be hard to arrange" Chu Peng told Ye 

Chen, he gave the last warning to Ye Chen. 

 

"no one will be able to hurt me" Ye Chen said that no one could hurt him. 

 

With this, Ye Chen came with Chu Peng, he along with Chu Peng went to see Yin Zeniyu. 

 

The meeting place was prepared in advance, Ye Chen and Chu Peng came straight away. 

 

This place is empty, it looks like it's all on message for a meeting. 

 

From here it's clear that if the other party can be said to be very strong, he may be comparable to Chu 

Peng or maybe more than Chu Peng. 

 

"they were there" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told me it was Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"Is the side is your friend?" Ye Chen asked Chu Peng, he saw a man and a woman near Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"no, I don't even know them" Chu Peng said he didn't know the two people near Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"Then who are they?" Ye Chen asked Chu Peng, who are the two of them if not an acquaintance from 

Chu Peng. 

 

"I don't know, I feel a bad feeling" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told him that he felt a bad feeling. 

 

"It doesn't look like this will go so smoothly" Ye Chen could feel that if this would not go so smoothly, he 

was sure that Yin Zeniyu would do something. 

 



"Let's go, it's too late to go back" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen that they were too late to 

go back, there was no turning back. 

 

Ye Chen and Chu Peng could only advance, the two advanced and arrived in front of Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"Miss Yin, where is your father" Chu Peng asked Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"He won't be able to come, he's busy" Yin Zeniyu told Chu Peng that her father would not be able to 

come and was busy. 

 

"So it's like that" Chu Peng couldn't help but smile, he forced the smile he had to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"You two hurry up and sit down right away" the two people behind Yin Zeniyu told the two to sit down 

right now. 

 

Chu Peng looked at the two, he could clearly that both of them were in a higher league compared to 

himself. 

 

"Both of them are at a higher level than Chu Peng" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan. 

 

"even higher than Jia Li" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she told him that both of them were at a higher 

level than Jia Li. 

 

"It's going to be troublesome" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan, it seemed that this would be even more 

troublesome. 

 

"Then what about that woman" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan, what level is that woman now. 

 

"Hmmm, she used a high-level artifact to hide her cultivation, but it should be at the Immortal sovereign 

realm stage" Chu Yuechan couldn't be sure, this woman was using a high artifact to hide her skills and 

cultivation. 

 



It seemed like the Four-sided Immortal Palace equipped the best disciples with artifacts so as not to be 

easily found by the other party. 

 

"quite troublesome" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan, Ye Chen didn't know the level of this woman, which 

must be a level much higher than Ye Chen today. 

 

It was quite far away compared to Ye Chen today. 

 

"Let's get straight to the point," Yin Zeniyu said to Chu Peng. 

 

Yin Zeniyu didn't see Ye Chen at all, she didn't see Ye Chen as someone worthy at all. 

 

Chu Peng nodded, listening to what Yin Zeniyu said. 

 

"Right off the head, I want you to cancel the engagement that happened" Yin Zeniyu said to Chu Peng, 

she asked Chu Peng to cancel this engagement. 

Chapter 2648 You'd Better Shut Up, I Don't Like To Waste Words For Trash 

 

 

Chu Peng was silent for a while, he realized that this would definitely happen. 

 

"I don't mind this matter myself, but you have to do it yourself, I don't want to lose face with this thing" 

Chu Peng said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"It should be from you, I don't want the reputation I have to be damaged because of this thing" Yin 

Zeniyu said to Chu Peng. 

 

Yin Zeniyu didn't want the reputation she had to be damaged, which was why she forced Chu Peng to 

end it so that she would not lose her own reputation. 

 



Chu Peng certainly wouldn't be able to do this thing, he would probably bear the embarrassment when 

doing this thing. 

 

His reputation as well as his good name would be damaged if he did this. 

 

"I can't do that, it can only be you alone and your family" Chu Peng said. 

 

Chu Peng still refused, he didn't want to do what Yin Zeniyu said. 

 

Chu Peng didn't want to do it, he didn't want to obey the request from Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Chu Peng had spent his life building a reputation as well as pride that belonged to him, there was no 

way he would leave it all to a young woman. 

 

If it were until Chu Peng did that, then the whole world would definitely laugh at him and consider him a 

stupid man, Chu Peng would not be able to bear it. 

 

On the other hand, Yin Zeniyu couldn't do that either, if she did that, then her reputation and that of her 

family would be looked upon badly. 

 

The situation of both sides is complicated and they are equally unwilling to give up. 

 

"seems to be starting to become tense" Ye Chen saw that the situation became tense, both sides began 

to stiffen a little. 

 

Chu Peng should be comparable to Yin Zeniyu, so if the two met with the worst result, there would be 

no problem for Chu Peng to survive. 

 

On the other hand, the two people behind Yin Zeniyu who are in trouble, if they make a move, it is 

certain that Chu Peng will directly lose on the spot. 

 



"Just give up the old man, this young lady is not comparable to you, haven't you seen the talent that 

belongs to young lady" The two people behind Yin Zeniyu finally spoke. 

 

they told Chu Peng to obey what Yin Zeniyu said. 

 

They gave Chu Peng an oppressive aura, this made Chu Peng run into trouble and it was difficult to stay 

upright. 

 

The aura they possessed was indeed decent, they really made Chu Peng helpless. 

 

There was nothing Chu Peng could do, he wouldn't be able to run away from all this. 

 

"You two, please restrain yourself, he is my father's friend, you can't be like this to him" Yin Zeniyu said. 

 

Yin Zeniyu asked the two people behind to stop.. 

 

"Yes" They understood, the two finally withdrew their strength. 

 

Yin Zeniyu is quite calm, besides being beautiful and having an extraordinary face, this woman is very 

calm, she is like a calm water. 

 

And when the calm water is disturbed, then there will be problems occurring, Ye Chen is confident in 

this. 

 

After that, Chu Peng could go back to talk to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm "So what is the decision you have" Yin Zeniyu asked Chu Peng. 

 

Yin Zeniyu asked about the decision that Chu Peng had. 

 



"It won't change" Chu Peng told her that it would not change, he told her that his decision would not 

change.I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

"We'd better stop this" Yin Zeniyu said to Chu Peng, she asked Chu Peng to stop. 

 

"Let's open the price, what do you want, I'll give it to you" Yin Zeniyu said to Chu Peng. 

 

Yin Zeniyu gave Chu Peng an offer, telling him that she could give Chu Peng what he wanted. 

 

Yin Zeniyu didn't lie by what she said, she could indeed grant the wish possessed by Chu Peng easily, she 

had the strength to do so. 

 

"Listen to me carefully, not everything in this world can be easily bought with materials, you should 

know about it, you'd better learn about it first" Chu Peng said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"Stubborn old man, why not just accept it, you make up the time I have" Yin Zeniyu said to Chu Peng, 

she looked quite arrogant when she said these things to Chu Peng. 

 

Chu Peng didn't take the words possessed by Yin Zeniyu to heart. 

 

The two people behind Yin Zeniyu began to lose their temper, they could have directly beaten Chu Peng 

using the abilities they possessed, it was a pity that they didn't do that and respected Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"It seems that you won't be able to do it, this woman won't be able to be convinced easily, she will 

definitely try to force you to do it" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng, he told Chu Peng that he would not be able 

to coax this woman. 

 

Although Yin Zeniyu looked calm on the surface, this woman had a huge arrogance once, she hid it well 

and Ye Chen could easily see it. 

 

"why not help me ?" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to help. 

 



Ye Chen was completely different from the two people Chu Peng had previously invited, he was much 

calmer and didn't say much. 

 

Before Chu Peng brought two core disciples and they were completely hooked by Yin Zeniyu, they went 

crazy and said strange things until they were beaten by Yin Zeniyu to quite severe. 

 

"help fight her?" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

"you are crazy" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, what Ye Chen said made Chu Peng startled. 

 

"Honestly I don't like it very much, I will help you fight it" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng, he told him that he 

would help Chu Peng to fight him. 

 

Chu Peng was completely shocked when he listened to this, he was shocked when he listened to what 

Ye Chen said. 

 

"Stop making fun of the old man, he is old, you have to respect him a little bit" Ye Chen said to Yin 

Zeniyu. 

 

"I'm not talking to you" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

"But I'm talking to you" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Ye Chen spoke directly to Yin Zeniyu, he spoke directly to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"You'd better shut up, I don't like to waste words for trash" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen saw Yin Zeniyu, this woman is something, this is the first time Ye Chen has seen something like 

this, even Sun Xuanyin who used to be on the wrong road is not as bad as the woman in front of him. 

 



"You're just rubbish, you're not spoken to in this place, if it weren't for you to come together with the 

old man, we would have already kicked you" the two people behind Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen tried to calm down, he tried not to be angry about this. 

 

"You guys may be right, I'm not as strong as her" Ye Chen admitted that he was not as strong as Yin 

Zeniyu. 

 

"so you realized your place" the two of them were happy that Ye Chen understood his place. 

 

Yin Zeniyu drank the tea that belonged to her, she calmed down when listening to Ye Chen's words, this 

guy admitted his place. 

 

"Even so, in the future, maybe she won't be as good as me," Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

Chapter 2649 Promise To Fight In The Next 3 Years 

 

 

Yin Zeniyu paused when she listened to what Ye Chen said, she looked unhappy and not very happy 

when listening to what Ye Chen said. 

 

"Stop delusion, you are such a good delusion" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

For the first time, Yin Zeniyu said and argued with Ye Chen, it seemed that Yin Zeniyu was unhappy 

when anyone wanted to surpass her. 

 

"Do you think that I am a good delusionist" Ye Chen deed to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"of course" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen, she should be a great delusion. 

 

"You look panicked, maybe you are afraid of it happening?" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 



 

"Don't be kidding, do you think I'm afraid of such a thing" Yin Zeniyu told that she was not afraid of 

something like this. 

 

Yin Zeniyu was sure that Ye Chen would not be able to do that. 

 

"The more you try to resist it, the more sure it is" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Yin Zeniyu's calm expression began to change, she changed when listening to what Ye Chen said. 

 

There was anger in Yin Zeniyu's heart, it seemed that Ye Chen succeeded in irritating Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"You annoying person, where did you get this person ?" Yin Zeniyu asked Chu Peng. 

 

Chu Peng couldn't help but shook his head when listening to this. 

 

"You don't know our difference, you and I are not from the same world" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

"To me everyone is the same" Ye Chen tells me that everyone is the same, there is nothing different for 

him. 

 

"I'm at the top, while you're at the bottom," Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

Yin Zeniyu showed the status she had, she proved that Ye Chen was not worthy. 

 

Ye Chen smiled when listening to the words from Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Yin Zeniyu felt that if she was being ridiculed by Ye Chen, she felt that she was humiliated by Ye Chen. 

 



"Slash . . ." Yin Zeniyu took out her sword, she showed her sword in front of Ye Chen's face. 

 

The situation began to get hot, it seemed that Yin Zeniyu couldn't hold back anymore and was about to 

fight with Ye Chen. 

 

"wait a minute" Chu Peng wanted to stop her, when he tried to move, the two people beside Yin Zeniyu 

stopped him. 

 

"This is their business" the two of them said to Chu Peng, they told Chu Peng that this was Ye Chen and 

Yin Zeniyu's business. 

 

"You made me angry" Yin Zeniyu told him that Ye Chen made her angry. 

 

"Then what do you want to do?" Ye Chen asked Yin Zeniyu, he wanted to know what Yin Zeniyu wanted. 

 

"I challenge you to fight" Yin Zeniyu told Ye Chen, she challenged Ye Chen to fight, 

 

"You want to fight with me, it will be hard for me to win, I'm still a beginner" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"don't excuse much" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen not to make excuses. 

 

"I want to fight but not now" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu, he doesn't want to fight now. 

 

"You need time?" Yin Zeniyu realized that Ye Chen needed time. 

 

"of course" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"How about I give you 10 years from now, that's enough isn't it, if I win finally the engagement that 

happened" Yin Zeniyu told Ye Chen. 

 



Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen and Chu Peng. 

 

"how do you think" Yin Zeniyu asked Chu Peng, she wanted to know Chu Peng's opinion on this matter.I 

think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

"I'm not going to complain" Chu Peng said to Yin Zeniyu, he doesn't have much choice and compromise 

in this matter. 

 

Yin Zeniyu closed the road for Ye Chen and Chu Peng, all this was done for her future ambitions. 

 

This woman is still arrogant and confident, she is sure to easily win the fight and guarantee 100%. 

 

"10 years is too long for me, 3 years is enough for me to beat you" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Yin Zeniyu and Chu Peng were surprised when they listened to what Ye Chen said, they couldn't believe 

that Ye Chen would say such a thing. 

 

Chu Peng himself couldn't believe it, where that confidence came from, it was really ridiculous. 

 

"Wait a minute, what are you doing" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, what Ye Chen did, it didn't make sense. 

 

"You're pretty crazy, but I like it getting faster then it's going to get better for me, I'm granting it" Yin 

Zeniyu said. 

 

"Then we will do the battle 3 years from now, I hope you prepare to lose, I will not be merciful and will 

make you disabled" Yin Zeniyu said. 

 

"Let's go I've got answers to my problems" Yin Zeniyu said to the two people behind, she invited them to 

leave. 

 

"Where are you going?" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 



 

"Go, is there a problem, are you scared and change your mind?" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 
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to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

Ye Chen stopped Yin Zeniyu who wanted to leave, he said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"I will cancel this on my own initiative, and also I will give you many gifts" Yin Zeniyu said to Ye Chen. 

 

Yin Zeniyu said easily, she was confident that she would win easily. 

 

There is no chance of Ye Chen to win, which is why she dared to say such to Ye Chen. 

 

"I hope you get ready, I'll take it all" Ye Chen said to Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"let's go" Yin Zeniyu didn't answer Ye Chen, she went along with the two people behind. 

 

The two people behind Yin Zeniyu looked at Ye Chen, they felt that Ye Chen was such a fool, obviously 

there was no chance of weak garbage to win against someone with such an extraordinary talent as Yin 

Zeniyu. 

 

After Yin Zeniyu left, this place became very peaceful, Ye Chen and Chu Peng were left alone in this 

place. 

 

"Huft. . . ., bothered once, I didn't expect the woman to bring two strong men and woman with her, 

there was no way to compromise" Chu Peng said. 

 

"when we enter, there is no escape way, between us giving up or the night being destroyed in this place, 

the woman is smart" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 



Yin Zeniyu is smart, she brings two strong person to silence Chu Peng, Chu Peng certainly has no chance 

of winning against Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"sorry for dragging you into trouble" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen. 

 

Chu Peng has dragged Ye Chen into a problem, he has dragged Ye Chen into his complicated matter. 

 

"It's okay, I'm doing this because I want" Ye Chen said to Chu Peng. 

 

From the beginning they were his enemies, so Ye Chen had a reason to fight Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"You're brave enough to challenge her in three years, are you sure you have a chance to win" Chu Peng 

asked Ye Chen. 

 

"Of course" Ye Chen said that he was confident of winning. 

 

"To be honest I believe in you, but in the next three years, he will definitely become stronger in 

comparison with now, even if you grow, she will also grow more terrible" said Chu Peng. 

 

Yin Zeniyu will not stand still, she will definitely grow and get better again. 

 

"I realized with it, all I have to do is do my best" Ye Chen will do my best. 

Chapter 2650 Xuan Mei Wanted To Teach Ye Chen 

 

 

"I will try to help as much as I can" Chu Peng said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen that he would try to help. 

 

Chu Peng didn't know whether he could help or not, all he could do was to give Ye Chen a favor. 

 

"Thank you very much" Ye Chen thanked, he appreciated the help given by Chu Peng. 



 

"Let's go back" Chu Peng deed to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to go back right away. 

 

Ye Chen naturally wants to go back, there are some exercises he wants to try. 

 

The two returned to the Sect, they came back and Ye Chen immediately returned to the room that 

belonged to him. 

 

"Just look at it, I will definitely beat him and make him regret it" Ye Chen was going to make the woman 

regret her deeds. 

 

For that Ye Chen had to practice Even harder, he had to practice even harder to be able to defeat Yin 

Zeniyu. 

 

Ye Chen is more eager to become stronger, there are enemies that he must fight, he will win and show 

that he is a person worthy of this world. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Yin Zeniyu returned, she decided to return to the Four-sided Immortal Palace and start training. 

 

"Miss, are you sure of what you said before" the two people beside her asked, they seemed to doubt 

the decision made by Yin Zeniyu. 

 

"Do you doubt the decision I took?" Yin Zeniyu asked if they doubted her decision. 

 



"I'm sorry for being presumptuous, but we really doubt, di is no match for you at all, it's just a waste of 

time to serve such a person" they said that Ye Chen was not worthy. 

 

"I understand what you mean" Yin Zeniyu understood what the two meant, she naturally knew that they 

felt that this was a waste of time. 

 

"Just let him try his best, when the time comes I will defeat him and make his cultivation destroyed" Yin 

Zeniyu said that if she was going to make Ye Chen disabled, this woman might be cruel. 

 

The methods used by Yin Zeniyu can be said to be cruel, she has cruel methods against Ye Chen. 

 

Yin Zeniyu would not forgive what Ye Chen said, she would not forgive what Ye Chen had previously 

done. 

 

Yin Zeniyu didn't seem very happy when she listened Ye Chen Word, she didn't seem to enjoy listening 

to what was happening just now. 

 

This is the first time anyone has looked down on her, this naturally makes Yin Zeniyu angry, she does not 

accept when anyone dares to look down on her. 

 

Women are like that, they will get angry when someone disturbs, and they will be terrible when they try 

to get revenge. 

 

"So like that" they finally understood, they no longer said and accepted this matter well. 

 

"Tell this to my master, I have solved everything well, she should be happy with this matter" Yin Zeniyu 

said to the two people beside her. 

 

"We'll do it for you" the two left directly, they helped Yin Zeniyu to solve the problem that occurred. 

 

Yin Zeniyu is back, she is going to practice, there is a level to go, she will forget about this matter for a 

while. 



 

It was useless for her to think something like this, she would still indeed no matter what, nothing would 

change and no one could change this outcome. 

 

. 

 

. 

 

1 month has passed since that dating meeting, Ye Chen spent time on practice also doing new things 

that improved practice. 

 

Jia Li, Wu Ziyi and Shi Lin would occasionally be together with Ye Chen, they would come and help Ye 

Chen practice and do Dual Cultivation. 

 

It can be said that Ye Chen is very peaceful once, he feels more lively and more comfortable.I think you 

should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

 

Chu Peng provided some resources for Ye Chen to use, this old man did not break the promise he said. 

 

"how did you improve ?" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

 

"I've reached the first level of the Immortal Refine Soul Realm, I feel stronger compared to before. 

 

"After hard training and making pills for progress, Ye Chen successfully climbed several times during this 

1 month. 

 

Ye Chen's speed can be said to be very fast, he did this thing very well. 

 

"You are now already comparable to a core disciple within the Sect," Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

 



"That's indeed true, but I don't intend to become a core disciple, I still have great hopes of becoming 

better" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

 

Chu Yuechan understood what Ye Chen said, there is no significant advantage if Ye Chen becomes a core 

disciple, it is better to focus on what Ye Chen has now. 

 

"Ye Chen, are you here?" an looking for Ye Chen, from the sound alone, Ye Chen could tell who this was. 

 

Ye Chen left, he just went directly and met the person outside, when Ye Chen met the person outside, 

Ye Chen could see that this was Xuan Mei. 

 

"What does Sister Mei need from me?" Ye Chen asked Xuan Mei. 

 

"I came to visit you, it's been a long time since we last met, I want to see you" Xuan Mei said to Ye Chen. 

 

Xuan Mei wanted to know the news from Ye Chen, that's why she came and looked for Ye Chen. 

 

"As you can see, I'm fine and in training," Ye Chen said that he was in practice. 

 

"Oh, so you are in practice" Xuan Mei looked interested when Ye Chen said these things. 

 

"have you mastered the technique I gave you" Xuan Mei asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know if Ye Chen 

had mastered the Celestial sword motion art. 

 

"If you haven't, I can teach you, I'm good at teaching you" Xuan Mei said to Ye Chen, she told that she 

could help Ye Chen. 

 

Xuan Mei showed a proud pose, she felt very proud of this matter. 
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"why?" Xuan Mei asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know why Ye Chen refused. 

 

"I have mastered it" Ye Chen said to Xuan Mei. 

 

"Ehhhh . . . ! ! ! ! ! ! !" Xuan Mei was of course surprised when she heard this, she didn't expect that Ye 

Chen had mastered it. 

 

"It was such a surprise for me" Xuan Mei said to Ye Chen, to be honest, it was quite shocking for Xuan 

Mei. 

 

"I've even refined it," Ye Chen said to Xuan Mei. 

 

"What! ! ! !" Xuan Mei was taken aback, she shouted when listening to what Ye Chen said. 

 

Obviously Xuan Mei would be surprised, she herself hadn't even refined it because it was an incomplete 

technique, this of course Xuan Mei would not be able to imagine. 

 

Xuan Mei has never listened to this thing, maybe this is the first time she has listened like this. 

 

"You're not bragging to me, are you?" Xuan Mei said to Ye Chen. 

 

Xuan Mei looked incredulous when she listened that Ye Chen had refined the celestial sword motion art. 

 

"no" Ye Chen told that if it was useless for Ye Chen to lie about this matter, he wouldn't get anything for 

lying. 

 

"it is indeed true" Xuan Mei agreed with what Ye Chen said, it was useless for Ye Chen to deceive Xuan 

Mei. 

 



"Then you have to show me" Xuan Mei forced Ye Chen, she wanted Ye Chen to show it. 

 


